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I. Executive Summary

Nearly six years into the Syrian conflict, Syria’s neighbours are grappling with the challenge of accommodating significant numbers of Syrian refugees over the long term. In Jordan, there are more than 656,000 Syrian refugees registered with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), as of September 2016. Close to 80 per cent of these registered refugees live outside refugee camps, in Jordanian cities, towns, and rural areas. In this report, the term “Syrian refugee” is used mainly to describe people of Syrian nationality who have registered with UNHCR, but also encompasses Syrians who have not registered with UNHCR and are seeking international protection in Jordan.¹

This report describes Syrian refugees’ experiences obtaining government-issued identity cards and birth and marriage certificates outside the camps – documentation that enables refugees to prove their legal status, identity, and family relationships in Jordan. This report outlines the relevant official processes, the challenges refugees encounter, and the consequences faced by those who lack documentation. Seventy-two Syrian refugee families living in host communities in Amman and the north of Jordan were interviewed for this report in early 2016.²

The report focuses on issues surrounding “legal documentation,” a term referring in this context primarily to new Ministry of the Interior Service Cards (“new MoI cards”), but also encompassing asylum seeker certificates (UNHCR-issued documentation), Syrian passports, and Syrian identity cards.³ The new MoI card is a particularly important piece of legal documentation because possession of a card confirms that its holder is officially entitled to live outside refugee camps. Given the card’s significance, this report focuses on challenges refugees may encounter in the process to obtain a new MoI card. In an effort to help identify solutions, the report also explores reasons why some refugees may not possess new MoI cards. The largest groups of concern are refugees who are ineligible to receive new MoI cards and refugees who are eligible, but have not yet obtained new MoI cards because they lack the documents necessary to receive a card through the normal issuance process.

Every Syrian in Jordan must register with the Government of Jordan, which in early 2015 began a process to re-register all Syrians in the country; as of October 2016, that process, known as the Urban Verification Exercise (“UVE”), is ongoing. Through the UVE, Syrians living in host communities outside the camps receive new MoI cards. (Refugees in camps also receive camp-based new MoI cards – which are valid only while refugees remain living the camps – but in this report “new MoI card” refers exclusively to cards issued outside the camps to refugees living in host communities.) The new MoI card is a plastic card that contains identifying personal information, such as the holder’s name and date of birth, as well as biometric data. It embodies the holder to move freely throughout Jordan. In the district in which the new MoI card was issued, it also allows the holder to access public services, such as health and education.

The UVE has focused on registered refugees, rather than the broader Syrian population living in Jordan, and this report likewise focuses on registered refugees. As of the end of August 2016, out of the 515,000 refugees registered with UNHCR as living outside the camps, nearly 363,000 had obtained new MoI cards and around 152,000 had not.⁴ As discussed below, NRC estimates that at least 17,000 additional refugees living in host communities are ineligible to receive new MoI cards.⁵ Refugees without new MoI cards live in situations of legal uncertainty, without access to essential services and at risk of arrest, detention, forced relocation to refugee camps, and possible refoulement (forced return to a country where they may be subjected to persecution; refoulement is a violation of international law).

Nonetheless, the significant work undertaken by Jordanian authorities during the UVE to issue new MoI cards to more than 360,000 Syrian refugees must be acknowledged. In addition to conferring legal status, facilitating freedom of movement, and providing access to services, the new MoI card helps establish nationality for Syrians born in Jordan, which may support eventual voluntary repatriation or resettlement efforts. More generally, the availability of a government-issued identity card supports protection activities and service provision to refugees by allowing authorities to identify refugees’ needs, as well as assisting in community acceptance of refugees.

Refugees interviewed for this report had a range of experiences with the UVE. Some easily completed the process and welcomed the security and access to services that the card provided. Others encountered challenges in the process of applying for cards and some were unable to obtain them. Some problems, such as long queues at police stations, were largely logistical
and temporary. Other challenges related to documents refugees were required to produce. In some cases, documentation issues were resolvable, but required refugees to take additional steps: for example, refugees whose Syrian identity documents had been retained by Jordanian authorities when they entered the country had to request and retrieve these documents before they could receive a new MoI card.

In other cases, documentation problems were more intractable. In interviews, the largest categories of people who lacked new MoI cards were children without birth documentation and adults without identity documentation. To obtain new MoI cards, refugees in these categories have to go through a special process that is relatively obscure and inaccessible. In a number of other cases, refugees were simply ineligible to receive a new MoI card in host communities – usually because they had left Jordan’s refugee camps without official authorisation – and faced the risk they would be forced to relocate to the camps, even though they wanted to remain living in host communities. While this report does not explore the rationale or policy considerations underlying the Government of Jordan’s position on who should reside in refugee camps, UNHCR’s policy guidance notes that there may be good reasons why refugees choose to leave refugee camps; UNHCR’s policy is to “strive to ensure that refugees who travel to urban areas are provided with documents,” as well as “advocate with the authorities and security services to ensure that [refugees] are not penalized for travelling and that they are allowed to remain in an urban area for as long as necessary.”

Although this report is focused on legal documentation, it also updates Registering Rights: Syrian refugees and the documentation of births, marriages, and deaths in Jordan. Jointly published by the International Human Rights Clinic at Harvard Law School (IHRC) and the Norwegian Refugee Council Jordan (NRC) in October 2015, Registering Rights highlighted the challenges that Syrian refugees face around “civil documentation” – meaning, in this context, registering births, marriages, and deaths – and the consequences that flow from non-registration of such life events. While most interviews conducted for this 2016 report focused on the different category of legal documentation, some interviews additionally or alternatively covered civil documentation. In interviews on civil documentation, refugees continued to describe contending with the challenges identified in Registering Rights; in particular some refugees have been unable to produce official documents, such as identity documents, that are required to complete a registration process.

A lack of documentation, civil or legal, has produced cascading consequences for some families, as one documentation issue has led to another. For example, lacking civil documentation has made it harder to obtain legal documentation: interviewed parents who lacked marriage certificates could not register the births of their children (as official proof of marriage is required to register a birth in Jordan), and children without birth certificates often have not received new MoI cards. Similarly, lacking one type of legal documentation has also led to other legal documentation problems. For instance, refugees without Syrian passports or identity cards may struggle to obtain the new MoI card. Interviewed refugees who lacked the new MoI card or other important documentation have experienced or feared a range of consequences, including restricted access to services, such as health and education, limitations on their eligibility to receive humanitarian and development assistance, and restrictions on their movements. In the longer term, adults and children without civil and legal documentation face a host of risks, including problems proving legal identity and nationality, as well as a higher risk of exploitation in illegal work. Syrian women and girls without documentation may be at particular risk of early marriage, among other gender-based risks. These consequences and concerns implicate a range of human rights, including rights to health, education, birth registration, nationality, legal identity, and freedom of movement. These human rights are enumerated in international treaties that are binding on Jordan and apply to every person within the Jordanian state, including Syrian refugees.

In broad terms, this report recommends:

- Creating pathways to legal status in host communities, including by issuing asylum seeker certificates to all Syrian refugees outside the camps.
- Improving the UVE process, including by simplifying documentation requirements and developing better procedures at police stations.
- Mitigating consequences for those who do not yet
have the new MoI card, including by ensuring that public hospitals and schools accept the asylum seeker certificate in lieu of the new MoI card and that refugees who lack asylum seeker certificates are able to receive vital assistance.

- Increasing access to civil documentation, including by continuing to approve periods in which the penalties for informal marriages are waived and exploring alternatives to the requirement for approval from the Ministry of the Interior for Syrian refugees to register their marriages.

II. Methodology

Following the publication of Registering Rights, IHRC and NRC expanded the scope of their joint research to encompass refugees’ experiences of the UVE and collaborated with Justice Center for Legal Aid (JCLA), a major provider of legal assistance to Syrian refugees in Jordan.

From 28 February to 10 March 2016, researchers interviewed 72 families living in the north of Jordan and Amman for this 2016 report. Interviews took place in refugees’ homes and at the NRC drop-in centres in Jerash and Irbid, as well as at the JCLA offices in Amman. NRC and JCLA identified families that had previously discussed legal and civil documentation with NRC or JCLA staff and selected a subset of families that represented the spectrum of issues refugees seemed to be encountering, as well as families who did not encounter any issues. Interviews were based on a common set of questions, but researchers did not conduct a survey. Some families discussed only the UVE, whereas others described matters relating to civil and legal documentation; a small number discussed only civil documentation. During this period, researchers also held a focus-group discussion with 13 refugee women in Irbid, a roundtable discussion with JCLA lawyers involved in civil documentation cases, and a meeting with five Shari’a court judges. In addition, researchers met with representatives from UNHCR and UN Women.

To supplement this research, in July 2016 NRC staff reviewed their database of cases and identified families with whom they had discussed documentation matters, but who had not been interviewed in February and March. Examples from these case summaries were incorporated into this report where they illustrated experiences not otherwise identified through interviews. The phrase “reported to NRC staff” is used in this report to identify these cases and distinguish them from families interviewed from 28 February to 10 March 2016.

The research process was not designed to produce quantitative results. Nonetheless, interviews for this report highlighted a number of challenges and consequences refugees have faced that point to common themes in refugees’ experiences that should receive attention. Additional research would help further evaluate the scale of challenges within the broader refugee community.
III. The Urban Verification Exercise

A. Background

Officially, upon arrival to Jordan, all refugees must go to one of Jordan's refugee camps, which are jointly administered by the Government of Jordan and UNHCR. As of September 2016, nearly 80,000 refugees were registered in Zaatari, the largest camp, and 55,000 in Azraq camp. UNHCR issues refugees residing in camps with a "Proof of Registration" document, which they hold while they remain in the camps. For eligible Syrian refugees who live outside camps, in Jordanian cities, towns, and rural areas, UNHCR provides an asylum seeker certificate, a document that states that those listed on the certificate (usually a family, but in some cases just one individual) are "persons of concern" to UNHCR. The asylum seeker certificate allows Syrians to access services and assistance provided outside the camps by UNHCR and humanitarian agencies, such as cash, food, and subsidised healthcare.

Regardless of whether they have registered with UNHCR as refugees, all Syrians living in Jordan are required to register with the Jordanian Ministry of the Interior and receive an MoI Service Card ("MoI card"), which is valid only if the Syrian remains living in the district where the card was issued. Administratively, Jordan's 12 governorates are divided into 52 districts, which vary in size and population.

In early 2015, the government initiated the "Urban Verification Exercise" ("UVE"), an exercise to re-register (or "verify") all Syrian nationals living in Jordan and provide them with new biometric MoI cards ("new MoI cards"). MoI cards issued prior to the UVE are no longer considered valid. To receive a new MoI card, every Syrian is required to present his or her Syrian identity document and asylum seeker certificate, as well as a health certificate and proof of address, at a local police station. Syrians who entered Jordan through the established legal process – with a passport through a regular port of entry under the procedures that existed prior to the Syrian conflict – do not require an asylum seeker certificate to receive the new MoI card and this report does not address their circumstances. (Regular entry was not possible after December 2013 and most Syrians in this category entered Jordan prior to early 2013.) Descriptions of the UVE process in this report are current as of September 2016.

The new MoI card is a nationally recognised, consistent, and secure government-issued identity card that confers a number of benefits on holders. According to UNHCR, the new MoI card "serves as proof of legal Jordanian residency in a host community in a specific district" and is "used for accessing public services including health and educational services within the district in which the card was issued". Syrians in possession of a new MoI card "are entitled to travel freely throughout Jordan". With a new MoI card, Syrians can apply for work permits from the Ministry of Labour that allow them to work legally in Jordan, as well as drivers' licences.

Some refugees living outside the camps are ineligible to receive new MoI cards and asylum seeker certificates. Until early 2015, refugees could go through an official process to leave the camps (called "bailout") if they met certain requirements, including having a Jordanian sponsor over the age of 35 who was a relative. From 14 July 2014, pursuant to a government decision, the Ministry of the Interior ceased issuing MoI cards to refugees who left the camps without bailout (that is, without official authorisation), and prohibited UNHCR from issuing asylum seeker certificates to refugees in this category. Refugees in this category are, however, included in UNHCR's overall number of registered refugees: even though they are living in host communities, they remain officially registered in the refugee camp where they resided. According to NRC's estimate, as of September 2016, at least 17,000 refugees have left Azraq (of the 55,000 who have registered at the camp) after July 2014 without authorisation. In November 2015, UNHCR reported that 160,000 refugees had left Zaatari without authorisation since the camp opened in 2012, but the number who have left without authorisation after July 2014 is believed to be relatively small.

Without MoI cards or asylum seeker certificates, refugees who left the camps without authorisation after 14 July 2014 (or who lacked bailout and had not registered with UNHCR in a host community by that date) have restricted access to government services and humanitarian assistance; they also run the risk that if they encounter Jordanian authorities, those authorities may force them to relocate to the camps. The bailout process was suspended in January 2015 and has not resumed as of October 2016.
Timeline of Relevant Dates

14 July 2014
Pursuant to a government decision, any refugee who leaves the camps without bail-out after this date (or previously left without bail-out and never registered with UNHCR in a host community before this date) is ineligible to receive an asylum seeker certificate or MoI card.

Early 2015
Bailout from the camps was suspended.

February 2015
The UVE began in the north of Jordan.

November 2015
The fee for obtaining a health certificate (required documentation in the UVE) was reduced from JOD 30 (USD 42) to JOD 5 (USD 7).
**B. The Process**

In order to receive a new MoI card, Syrians are required to present the following documents at a local police station:

- **Proof of identity:**
  - For adults: either a Syrian passport or Syrian identity card
  - For children born in Syria: a Syrian family book (a government-issued document a couple receives when they register their marriage) that contains the child’s name, or a Syrian passport
  - For children born in Jordan: a birth certificate issued by the Jordanian Civil Status Department

- **An asylum seeker certificate** (unless the Syrian entered Jordan prior to December 2013 through a regular port of entry, in which case a Syrian passport with proof of legal entry must be produced)

- **Proof of address,** which can be shown by:
  - A certified lease contract and a copy of the landlord’s identity document; or
  - In cases of verbal contracts, the landlord’s physical presence at the police station; or
  - A proof-of-address document issued by UNHCR for the purposes of the UVE

- For every Syrian over the age of 12, a health certificate obtained in Jordan from an authorised health centre

In addition, if the refugee has an old MoI card, he or she should bring it to the police station. However, if the old MoI card has been lost or is damaged, this should not prevent the refugee from receiving a new MoI card.

Over the course of the UVE, Jordanian authorities have improved procedures and modified policies to make it easier for Syrian refugees to start and complete the process. One of the most significant policy accommodations was the November 2015 reduction in the cost of the health certificate, from JOD 30 (USD 42) to JOD 5 (USD 7). Demonstrating proof of address was also made easier: initially, refugees had to present a certified copy of their lease and a copy of their landlord’s identity document; later, two additional alternatives to prove address were established.

A multi-agency government committee, in cooperation with UNHCR, is in place to address particularly complex or exceptional cases, including cases not resolved under standard procedures, such as cases in which refugees lack required identity documents. Sometimes referred to as the “Special Committee,” the body is made up of representatives from various government agencies, and UNHCR attends its meetings as an observer. Syrians are referred to the committee by government agencies identifying complex cases (for example, police can refer refugees to the committee) or by UNHCR. In March 2016, UNHCR representatives stated that the committee met for one day each week and could deal with a maximum of around 35 cases in a day-long meeting. In practice, at the time of the interviews, few refugees were aware of the committee’s existence and it was unclear what consequences a refugee would face if the committee decided not to issue a new MoI card in his or her case.

**Who Is Eligible for a New MoI Card?**

Any Syrian who:

- Left the camps **prior to 14 July 2014** and received an asylum seeker certificate in a host community, regardless of whether the refugee had bailout; or
- Left the camps **at any time with bailout** and received an asylum seeker certificate in a host community (bailout was suspended in January 2015); or
- Is a child born in Jordan to a family with an asylum seeker certificate; or
- Entered Jordan legally with a passport through a regular port of entry; this category mainly covers Syrians who entered Jordan prior to the conflict.

Consequently, refugees who left the camps **without bailout after July 2014** are **ineligible** to receive new MoI cards. As the bailout process was suspended in January 2015, this category includes **everyone who left the camps from January 2015 onwards.**
Who Is Eligible for an Asylum Seeker Certificate?

Any Syrian who:

- Left the camps prior to 14 July 2014, regardless of whether the refugee had bailout, and registered with UNHCR in a host community prior to 14 July 2014; or
- Left the camps at any time with bailout (bailout was suspended in January 2015); or
- Is a child born in Jordan to a family with an asylum seeker certificate.

Asylum seeker certificates are valid for one year and subject to renewal by UNHCR. If a family with an asylum seeker certificate goes back to the camps and formally resides and receives assistance in the camp, they become ineligible to renew their asylum seeker certificate; if they subsequently leave the camp and return to a host community, they are in the same position as someone who left the camps after 14 July 2014 without bailout, meaning they are not eligible for an asylum seeker certificate (or a new MoI card).

What was Bailout?

Until January 2015, Jordanian authorities allowed Syrians to apply to leave the refugee camps and move to host communities through a "bailout" process involving a Jordanian sponsor. The sponsor had to be a Jordanian citizen with no criminal history who was aged over 35 years, married, and a relative of the refugee/s seeking bailout.19

The sponsor was required to obtain security clearance, file an application with the local municipality, provide documents that showed a family relationship with the refugee/s seeking bailout, pay a fee of JOD 15 (USD 21) for each refugee seeking bailout, and finalise bailout at the relevant refugee camp.19
C. Refugees’ Experiences of the Process and its Challenges

Most refugees interviewed for this report went through the steps of the UVE as part of a household – usually comprising an extended family living together – that worked collectively towards the goal of obtaining new MoI cards for everyone in the household: for example, one family member might take charge of gathering the right documents and then the whole household would go as one to the police station. Many households began the process by requesting the return of identity documents that had been retained by Jordanian authorities when they entered the country or visiting a health centre to apply for health certificates.

Refugees’ experiences differed according to the policies that were in place when they went through the UVE and also varied by location, as individual police stations adopted different processing practices. Nonetheless, common issues refugees encountered included long wait times at health centres and police stations, and police seeking additional documentation from refugees beyond the official requirements, such as old asylum seeker certificates.

In a number of households, some or all members faced intractable issues relating to civil or legal documentation that prevented them from receiving the new MoI card. Some obstacles, such as a family’s lack of an asylum seeker certificate, could prevent an entire household from going through the UVE, whereas other problems, such as lack of birth documentation, affected only individual members’ ability to receive the new MoI card. In some cases, factors whose impact is more difficult to directly measure affected refugees’ ability to complete the UVE, such as fear of approaching the police station or lack of awareness about the significance of the new MoI card.

Profile of Cases

Sixty-five households’ experiences with the UVE were discussed in interviews:

- In 19 cases, every person in the household had received the new MoI card.
- In 27 cases, some members of the household had received the new MoI card.
  - In 13 cases, the family member or members who did not have the card had taken some steps in the UVE, such as visiting their local police station or obtaining a health certificate.
  - In 14 cases, the family member or members who did not have the card had taken no steps in the UVE.
- In 19 cases, no one in the household had received the new MoI card.
  - In two cases, the household had completed all steps in the UVE and were waiting for cards to be issued.
  - In 11 cases, the household had taken some steps in the UVE.
  - In six cases, the household had taken no steps in the UVE.
- In around half of the households in which some or all of the members started or completed the UVE (and recalled when they took their first steps), the household or relevant family member began the process prior to November 2015.

The main reasons why households or individuals had not received a new MoI card or had not started the process to obtain a new MoI card were:

- A child born in Jordan lacked a birth certificate (12 cases).
- A child born in Syria was not listed in the family book (eight cases).
- An individual or family was awaiting the return of retained documents (seven cases).
- An individual or family lacked an asylum seeker certificate because they left the camps without bailout after 14 July 2014 (five cases).
- Certain documents, such as Syrian identity documents, were lost, destroyed, or unavailable (five cases).
1. Return of retained documents

Through the UVE, refugees are able to retrieve documents that were retained by Jordanian authorities when they entered Jordan. At the beginning of the Syrian crisis, border authorities typically retained only identity documents, such as passports, but in 2013, at the height of the crisis, they were retaining a broader range of documents, including marriage certificates and family books. In total, around 219,000 documents were retained up to early 2014, when the practice ended. As of August 2016, 179,287 documents had been returned to refugees and a substantial portion of those documents have been returned through the UVE. The return of documents through the UVE was suspended from March to May 2016 for administrative reasons, but resumed in the first week of June 2016.

To retrieve retained documents through the UVE, refugees fill in a “documents request” form at their local police station and take that stamped form to their local UNHCR office or helpdesk. UNHCR sends the applicant an SMS message once the retained documents are ready to be collected from a local police station. In the early stages of the UVE, refugees were approaching UNHCR directly to seek the return of documents, but as the UVE has progressed, authorities have encouraged refugees to visit the police station first.

On the whole, refugees reported positive experiences with the return of documents through the UVE, although interviews took place before suspension of the process from March to May 2016. Of the 37 households who reported requesting the return of their documents through the UVE, 30 had their documents returned at the time of the interviews. Nearly two-thirds received their documents within two months of making the request. However, a number of refugees noted that prior to the UVE they had made multiple unsuccessful attempts over a number of years to retrieve their documents.

2. Proof of address

In order to receive a new MoI card, refugees are required to prove where they live; the new MoI card allows a refugee to receive services only in the district where the refugee officially lives. At the beginning of the UVE, to prove their address, refugees had to produce a certified lease contract as well as a copy of the landlord’s identity document at the police station. Certifying a lease involves visiting a local municipality office and paying a fee. In October 2015, UNHCR announced two additional ways to prove address apart from a certified lease: by bringing the landlord to the police station to attest to the fact that the refugee lives
in the landlord’s property (in the case of verbal leases); or by providing a proof of address document issued by UNHCR for the purposes of the UVE.

Most refugees interviewed sought to obtain lease contracts (many were living in NRC shelter properties); few discussed bringing their landlord to the police station, and none discussed knowing about or using the UNHCR mechanism. Although some police stations appear to have accepted leases that were signed by the landlord and refugee, but not certified, others required leases to be certified. Reportedly, some landlords have been reluctant to certify leases because of potential tax consequences. Leases are certified at local municipality offices, which must report to the income tax office; therefore, if a landlord has not properly reported rental income, the act of certifying the lease could increase the amount of tax the landlord owes.

Regardless of certification, some refugees struggled to obtain signed leases from landlords. It took one 32-year-old mother of four a month to receive a lease from her landlord, because he had outstanding fees associated with the building that had to be paid. The mother described the landlord as “not very cooperative,” noting, “We literally begged him for the documents until he agreed.”

In other cases, landlords were unwilling to provide copies of their identity documents or accompany refugees to the police station. One woman said that although she had a “very good” relationship with her landlord, when she asked for a copy of his identity card he refused to give her one. Later, he “calmed down” and sent a photo of the card to her phone. In other instances, refugees had positive experiences with their landlords, who readily provided the necessary documents or accompanied them to police stations.

3. Health certificate

As part of the UVE, every refugee above the age of 12 is required to obtain a health certificate that verifies the refugee is not a carrier of certain infectious diseases. Refugees must visit an accredited health centre, where health workers take a blood sample, and then return to the health centre approximately a week later to receive the certificate. At the beginning of the UVE, only 12 health centres in Jordan were permitted to issue health certificates, but by November 2015, that number had increased to 30. Health certificates generally expire one year after the date of issue. It is standard practice in Jordan to require foreigners residing in the country to obtain health certificates.

While some refugees described the experience of obtaining a health certificate as straightforward, others experienced long waiting times or made multiple trips to health centres, sometimes located significant distances from where they lived. In late 2015, one family heard an announcement that a particular health centre was issuing health certificates, but once there they were told this was not the case; they visited a second health centre and received the same response; at a third health centre, they were finally able receive health certificates. Another family said they made six trips to three different health centres before they finally received health certificates.

The reduction in the fee for the health certificate from JOD 30 (USD 42) to JOD 5 (USD 7) in November 2015 was a motivating factor for at least five households to start the UVE. Many refugees calculated the costs of applying for a new MoI card on a household basis, so even if the household could afford for a few members to apply, they generally did not start the process until they had sufficient funds for the whole household. As a result, the fee reduction was especially important for households operating under significant financial constraints. However, some health centres appeared to struggle with the influx of Syrians seeking health certificates after the decrease in the fee. One head of household said the health centre that his family visited after the fee was reduced was “very crowded and disorganised.”

4. Experiences at the police station

To complete the UVE, refugees are required to present themselves at their local police stations, as determined by their place of residency, with the required documents; at the police station, police review each person’s documents and take a scan of his or her iris before issuing a new MoI card. In some cases, refugees can choose among several local police stations (for example, if they live in a large city); in other cases there is only one police station they are eligible to visit.

Some refugees who left the camps without bailout or had other legal problems were reluctant to approach police stations to apply for the new MoI card. The father-in-law of one man who never applied for an old MoI card recounted that the man “says that if he leaves the house, he feels like he committed a crime.” The father-in-law observed that anyone who lacked an asylum seeker certificate or MoI card would “walk in fear.” In a case reported to NRC staff, a woman said she did not want to visit the police station: she said she felt “deep inside” that her children who lacked birth documentation would not receive the new MoI cards.
Refugees who went to police stations reported that police stations adopted different procedures for processing applications: some police stations issued appointments, whereas others relied on people queuing on particular days. Refugees also described capacity constraints and procedural irregularities at some police stations, and said that police sometimes requested documentation beyond what refugees expected they had to provide.

**Appointment systems**

A number of police stations have adopted appointment-based systems to process applications for the new MoI card, but the mechanics of each police station’s appointment system vary. Some police stations issue appointments for refugees to bring in their documents, in the expectation that if the documents are in order, the new MoI card will be issued on the same day as the appointment. Refugees reported that the appointment was sometimes for the following week or month, but could at times be much later. In one case, a family who went to their local police station in February 2016 was given an appointment to bring in their documents at the end of June 2016, more than four months later.

Rather than issuing appointments to bring in documents, some police stations allow families to queue and bring in all their documents; if the documents are in order, police instruct families to either return on a certain date to collect their new MoI cards, or wait to be contacted by police once their cards are ready. One 45-year-old woman said she and her family took all the necessary documents to their local police station in January 2016. Officers informed the family that they would be contacted when their new MoI cards were ready and gave the woman a piece of paper with a number written in red ink on it, but did not say what the number meant. When researchers visited, two months had passed and the woman had heard nothing from the police station; she observed, “We have no idea when we will be called back.”

**Capacity constraints and procedural irregularities**

Some police stations appeared to be operating under capacity constraints that limited their ability to process applications for the new MoI card efficiently. Many families reported encountering long lines at police stations, particularly during the initial stages of the UVE. Some refugees queued for multiple days before even entering the police station either to make an appointment or submit their documents. One man who went to his local police station with his household in April 2015 observed, “We went every day for 10 days, from 5:00 in the morning until 4:00 in the evening; we waited for our turn, but we couldn’t enter.” A mother similarly described waiting all day at her local police station four times between March and May 2015 before making it to the front of queue. She said, “There were long lines; there were too many people;” and she “felt disappointment and anger.” The family eventually received their new MoI cards in December 2015.

Refugees also reported problems with equipment at some police stations or mistakes on issued cards. One head of household stated:

> It’s so difficult to do anything in the police station. My mother has a missing letter in her name on the [new MoI] card and we want to fix it. We’ve been there four or five times, and every time they tell us something is wrong – like the printer isn’t working, or the system is down.

Another man stated that he thought his local police station was understaffed, but reflected, “We know that we have to be patient in every process . . . . Since we’re not from this country, we know we have to wait until the Jordanians get the services.”

At some police stations, refugees reported that they experienced procedural irregularities. Some families made use of connections to expedite the process at the police station. One mother, who suffered from diabetes and blood-pressure problems, explained that while her household’s original appointment at the police station had been 7 July 2016, “We know someone who was able to switch names so we went [in early March 2016] instead.” She added, “He doesn’t usually do this for anyone, but he knows we are a special case.” In another instance, in December 2015, a 41-year-old man, who had already been to the police station twice, asked his neighbour’s friend, who worked at the police station, to help him. “When we used the contact, they issued the new MoI card within one day,” he said. In other cases, refugees concealed information in order to make the process easier: in two cases, a woman who lacked the documentation to prove that she was married pretended to be single in order to go through the UVE with her parents rather than her husband’s family. A small number of refugees believed it was possible for families who lacked the right documentation to pay money at police stations to obtain a new MoI card, but researchers could not verify these claims.
Requests for additional documentation

Refugees reported that in some instances police asked them to produce copies of old asylum seeker certificates issued prior to July 2014, in addition to their current asylum seeker certificate and/or old Mol card. Because asylum seeker certificates are issued on an annual basis, current asylum seeker certificates do not clearly indicate that a refugee registered with UNHCR in a host community prior to 14 July 2014, or with bailout after that date. Although possession of a current asylum seeker certificate should demonstrate that a refugee is eligible to receive a new Mol card (because asylum seeker certificates are not issued to refugees who left the camps without authorisation after 14 July 2014), some police have continued to request these documents in an attempt to ensure that ineligible refugees do not obtain new Mol cards. In March 2016, UNHCR stated that it had come to an agreement with the relevant authorities that refugees should not be required to produce old asylum seeker certificates.

Since refugees’ asylum seeker certificates are replaced annually by UNHCR, many of the refugees interviewed did not have copies of their old certificates and had to come up with creative strategies to find copies. In one case, a mother found copies of her family’s old asylum seeker certificates by going through files at the schools her children attended. In another case, a family spent three months trying to obtain a copy of their old asylum seeker certificate from a health clinic where they had previously sought treatment. However, the added requirement to produce old asylum seeker certificates was not always consistently enforced: a 31-year-old mother said that on her first visit to her local police station, she was told she needed a copy of her old asylum seeker certificate, which she did not have; when she went back to the same police station at a later date, no one requested the old asylum seeker certificate, and she received a new Mol card.

Refugees expressed concern that police officers asked for old asylum seeker certificates in order to learn whether refugees had been bailed out of the camps, regardless of whether they left before July 2014. One household – a brother and sister and their families – who had left Zaatari without bailout two weeks before the 14 July 2014 cut-off, made an appointment with UNHCR prior to the deadline and received an asylum seeker certificate in September 2014. They went to their local police station twice, but both times were told that they could not receive the new Mol card unless they had an asylum seeker certificate issued before 14 July 2014. In at least four cases, police officers asked applicants directly whether they had been bailed out of the camps. One family was told in mid-2015 that they had to produce their original bailout document (a document sometimes issued by camp authorities that records a person’s bailout status) to be able to receive the new Mol card; the wife had a copy, but police officers told her she needed the original. One father noted, “There is no one policy [at police stations] . . . . One person tells me something, the other tells me the opposite.”
5. Intractable civil documentation issues

Children whose births have not been registered in Syria or Jordan are unable to receive new MoI cards through the normal UVE process. Instead, such children can be referred to the UVE Special Committee that is charged with assessing complex cases. However, in practice, families who tried to obtain new MoI cards for their unregistered children reported being unaware of the possibility of applying to the Special Committee. Some families did not even attempt to start the process for their unregistered children: based on others’ experiences, they believed that unregistered children were unable to receive MoI cards. Consequently, in at least 20 cases, unregistered children whose families went through the UVE did not receive a new MoI card.

When a child's birth is registered in Jordan, the parents receive a birth certificate. If the parents are Jordanian, the child's name is also added to the couple's family book, a government-issued document a couple receives when they register their marriage. If the parents are Syrian (or any nationality other than Jordanian), they receive only the birth certificate. In Syria, by contrast, when a child is born and the parents are Syrian, Syrian authorities add the child's name to the parents' family book, but the parents do not receive a separate birth certificate. In the UVE, children who were born in Syria and under 18 must be listed in the Syrian family book (or have a Syrian passport or identity card) to receive a new MoI card through the normal process.

Children born in Syria

At the beginning of the UVE, there were indications that Syrian children who lacked birth documentation could receive new MoI cards if their names were recorded on the family's asylum seeker certificate. However, families have continued to report that police have required them to produce a family book containing their children's names as the only sufficient proof of identity for a Syrian-born child. As of October 2016, developments suggest that in the coming months police stations may start to accept asylum seeker certificates in lieu of family books for Syrian-born children without birth documentation.

If a Syrian couple previously possessed a Syrian family book, but it was lost or destroyed (or retained by Jordanian authorities and not yet returned), the result has been that none of the couple's children under the age of 18 could receive a new MoI card unless they went to the Special Committee. One family had added their four children, all under the age of five, to their family book, but it was destroyed before they left Syria. They had heard there might be a way for the children to receive new MoI cards, but were confused about what steps they needed to take and were waiting for more information from the police station and UNHCR.

In other cases, circumstances in Syria at the time of a child's birth prevented the parents from adding the child
to the family book or obtaining any other documentation that proved the child was theirs. One mother said, “[My daughter] was born during the conflict. The hospital was being bombed when I was giving birth. I didn’t ask for papers – I have no papers of any kind. We had to run away.” When her household went to the police station to apply for the new MoI cards, police told her that her daughter could not receive the new MoI card as she was not listed in the family book.

Some police showed flexibility in their application of the requirements. In several cases, police accepted a “family record” (a piece of paper issued by the Syrian Civil Status Department prior to issuing a family book) in lieu of a family book. In a case reported to NRC staff, police accepted a document issued by the midwife who delivered the child and signed by a mukhtar (community leader) as proof of identity for a four-year-old child born in Syria. In another case, police accepted a bailout document as an alternative to the family book.

Children born in Jordan

Parents who lack official documents proving marriage are unable to register the births of their children who were born in Jordan. To register a birth in Jordan, a couple must produce official proof of marriage in the form of a marriage certificate, marriage ratification certificate,\textsuperscript{27} or family book. As a result, couples who married in Syria, but whose marriage certificate or family book was lost, destroyed, or retained by Jordanian authorities, have been unable to register their children born in Jordan.

Challenges also arise from the fact that many Syrian couples have married “informally,” outside the official procedures in Syria or Jordan: these couples may struggle to legalise their marriages through the Jordanian Shari’a courts and so may lack the official proof of marriage necessary to register a birth.\textsuperscript{28} Consequently, the children of informal marriages cannot receive new MoI cards through the normal process because their parents cannot produce birth certificates for them at the police station. One couple that married informally in Syria and were in the process of legalising their marriage in Jordan attempted multiple times in late 2015 to obtain a new MoI card for their two-year-old son without success. The husband said that police told him to “wait and maybe later they will start issuing the new MoI cards for people without any documents,” adding that “maybe the laws will change.”

An Experience with the UVE Special Committee

Although none of the refugees interviewed in February and March 2016 mentioned knowing about the Special Committee, in a case reported to NRC staff, the Special Committee agreed to issue a new MoI card to a three-year-old child born in Syria who was not listed in the family book.

The father had been unable to register the child’s birth in Syria because the local Civil Status Department office had been destroyed. In early June 2016, the family went to their local police station to apply for new MoI cards, where they were told that they had to go through a special procedure to obtain a card for the child. Police referred the family to the Syrian Refugee Affairs Directorate (SRAD), the coordinating body for the Special Committee, which in turn informed UNHCR of the case.\textsuperscript{29} UNHCR then contacted the family to let them know about the Special Committee process. Less than a month after he had gone to the police station, the father attended an interview at SRAD’s Amman offices, where he explained why he had not been able to register his son’s birth in Syria and answered questions about his marriage. At the end of the interview, he was told that his son would receive a new MoI card. The son received his new MoI card from a local police station several weeks later.

Even couples with official proof of marriage have struggled to register births. One family with a three-year-old son received a “birth notification,” a document that lists information such as the parents’ names and child’s date of birth, when their child was born in Zaatari. They did not know they needed to take the birth notification to the Jordanian Civil Status Department to register the child’s birth until they started the UVE. Because they failed to register the child’s birth within a year, Jordanian law requires them to initiate a lawsuit in the Jordanian Magistrates courts. The child’s mother explained, “The police informed us that we needed a birth certificate to get the [new MoI card]. We went to the Civil Status Department. They told us we need to go to court because the baby is three years old.” At the time of the interview, the family had started a court case, but the mother was worried about her son not having the new MoI card as she considered it “essential for accessing services.”
6. Intractable legal documentation issues

Adults without Syrian identity cards or passports

Syrian adults are required to show original Syrian passports or Syrian identity cards to receive a new MoI card at the police station. In some cases, refugees' passports or identity cards had been lost or destroyed (or remained retained by Jordanian authorities). In one case, a man had only a copy of his Syrian identity card when he arrived in Jordan in 2013 at the age of 20. He went to three different police stations in February 2016 in an effort to apply for the new MoI card. He showed police the copy of his identity card, as well as his parents' original family book, in which he was listed, but each time he was refused because his identity card was not original. The man observed that he knew others with the same problem. Another man, who could not afford to pay for a passport for his daughter who lacked an identity card, said that he “tried to get the new passport [at the Syrian embassy in Jordan] with the help of some people, but it didn’t work out.” NRC staff also reported that some police stations have not accepted expired Syrian passports as proof of identity. The cost of a new Syrian passport, issued by the Syrian embassy in Amman, is USD 400, while renewal of a passport costs USD 200.20

Refugees who left Syria before the age of 18, but turned 18 while in Jordan, have faced particular hurdles providing Syrian passports or identity cards. In Syria, identity cards only become mandatory at the age of 18. As a result, refugees who left Syria before the age of 18, but have since turned 18 in Jordan, often do not have Syrian identity cards, and refugees have reported that police have not accepted family books as proof of identity for Syrian adults in this situation. One mother who started the UVE in March 2015 said her 21-year-old daughter, who entered Jordan when she was 17, could not receive a new MoI card because she lacked a Syrian identity card or passport. The mother commented, “The police station requires an original Syrian identity card or a new passport, which we can't produce – I can't see a way out.” In a case reported to NRC staff, a 20-year-old woman, who entered Jordan when she was 16, was unable to receive a new MoI card because she did not have a Syrian identity card or passport. Police refused to accept her parents' family book, in which she was listed, as proof of identity.

Refugees without asylum seeker certificates

Refugees who left the camps after 14 July 2014 without authorisation (or who left without bailout prior to 14 July 2014, but had not registered with UNHCR by that date) are unable to receive asylum seeker certificates and ineligible to apply for the new MoI card in host communities. As noted above, NRC estimates that at least 17,000 refugees are in this situation. One family, who had lived in Jordan for 35 years but returned to Syria shortly before the conflict, came back to Jordan in April 2014. They left Zaatari shortly afterwards without bailout and received an asylum seeker certificate in Irbid in June 2014. In February 2015, the head of household, a 56-year-old woman, was picked up by police and sent back to Zaatari, reportedly because she did not have bailout. The woman said that medical problems meant she could not live in Zaatari, so a few weeks after police sent her there, she left the camp (bailout had been suspended, so she did not go through the bailout process). In June 2015, she went to UNHCR to renew her asylum seeker certificate, but UNHCR officials reportedly told her it could not be renewed because she had left Zaatari without authorisation. Consequently, she could not receive a new MoI card. The woman expressed frustration with the situation, noting that she had lived in Jordan for decades and all of her children had been born in Irbid.

Problems with identity documents

Refugees who have borrowed others’ identities or used forged documents have faced problems obtaining new MoI cards. In a case reported to NRC staff, a woman attempted to use a forged document to prove her daughters’ identities during the UVE. The woman had three school-age children, all born in Syria, but she no longer possessed her family book. Her husband, who worked in Kuwait, sent the woman her original passport so that she could use it as a form of identification for herself and her son, who was listed in the passport. However, her two daughters had no documents to prove their identity. The woman felt she “had to think of something” as she believed her daughters could not enrol in school or receive public health services without the new MoI card, so she contacted relatives in Turkey, who sent her a forged family book that included her daughters’ names. When she went to the police station to apply for the new MoI card, she presented the forged family book. Police recognised that it was not a genuine document and detained the woman for several hours. A legal-aid lawyer assisted the woman and she was released, but her daughters did not receive new MoI cards. The woman reflected, “I just wanted to be able to register my daughters and enrol them in school but I ended up facing more issues.”
Some refugees expressed confusion about the relationship between the new MoI card and their legal status, complicating their understanding of the card’s relevance to their lives. Refugees who lack bailout have been at risk of being forced to relocate to the camps, particularly prior to the UVE. According to UNHCR, refugees with the new MoI card should be able to travel freely throughout Jordan and, unless they break the law, should not be forced to relocate to the camps, regardless of whether they have bailout. As such, possession of the new MoI card should be sufficient proof of a refugee’s entitlement to live in a host community.

Some refugees without bailout (who were nonetheless eligible to receive a new MoI card because they had left the camps prior to the July 2014 cut-off and had received an asylum seeker certificate) thought that having the new MoI card would make no difference to their legal status in Jordan; some continued to fear that even with the new MoI card they might be forced to relocate to the camps if they encountered authorities. This belief may have discouraged some from applying for the card or approaching police stations. One man, who left the camps without going through the bailout process, had applied for and received a new MoI card, but considered it to be “useless.”

Other refugees voiced the belief that the new MoI card would offer protection to those who lacked bailout. One woman who had the new MoI card felt that it was “even better than bailout,” “one hundred per cent better.” Another family felt that the new MoI card “doesn’t replace bailout, but we feel a bit safer.” Many refugees with the new MoI card expressed feelings of relief, safety, and freedom: “We feel that we are more secure now in Jordan,” said a grandfather, whose family of seven had all received new MoI cards.
IV. Civil Documentation

A. Challenges to Birth Registration

The Government of Jordan, UNHCR, and other protection actors have done much to promote birth registration and make the registration process more accessible to refugees. However, interviews with refugees for this report and for Registering Rights identified several key challenges that have been affecting refugees’ ability to register births. Registering Rights highlighted lack of awareness, lack of required documents (particularly documents proving marriage), and inconsistency in Civil Status Department practices as challenges to universal birth registration of Syrian refugee children born in Jordan. Based on interviews conducted for this report, these challenges remain salient.
If more than one year has passed since the birth, the parents cannot register the child at the Civil Status Department until they file a lawsuit in the Magistrates courts and receive a positive judgment.

There is no legal process by which a child born in Syria can receive a birth certificate from Jordanian authorities.

In interviews in February and March 2016, birth registration for Syrian children born in Jordan was discussed with 47 families, covering the births of 54 children.

- Twenty-eight children had birth certificates issued by the Jordanian Civil Status Department.
- The remaining 26 children lacked birth certificates:
  - Fifteen children lacked birth certificates because their parents did not have the right documents to prove they were legally married.
  - Five children lacked birth certificates because their families believed the birth notification to be sufficient.
  - In five cases, the parents did not receive a birth notification from the hospital or had problems relating to the birth notification.
  - In one case, the Civil Status Department refused to register a child because the father did not have a new MoI card.

As of March 2016, 12 children without birth certificates were more than one year old; as a result, in each case the child's parents will need to initiate a lawsuit in the Magistrates courts to register the birth.

The numbers quoted here are not intended to suggest the statistical prevalence of birth registration issues in the broader refugee community, but rather to illustrate the range of cases encountered in interviews and highlight challenges to birth registration that refugees in similar situations may reasonably be expected to encounter.
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  - Fifteen children lacked birth certificates because their parents did not have the right documents to prove they were legally married.
  - Five children lacked birth certificates because their families believed the birth notification to be sufficient.
  - In five cases, the parents did not receive a birth notification from the hospital or had problems relating to the birth notification.
  - In one case, the Civil Status Department refused to register a child because the father did not have a new MoI card.
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The numbers quoted here are not intended to suggest the statistical prevalence of birth registration issues in the broader refugee community, but rather to illustrate the range of cases encountered in interviews and highlight challenges to birth registration that refugees in similar situations may reasonably be expected to encounter.

**Steps to Obtaining a Birth Certificate in Jordan:**

1. **Step 1:** The child's parents receive a birth notification from the hospital or licensed midwife.
2. **Step 2:** A family member (usually the father or head of household) takes the birth notification to the Civil Status Department.
3. **Step 3:** The Civil Status Department asks for:
   - **a)** Proof that the parents are lawfully married, in the form of a marriage certificate, marriage registration certificate, or Syrian family book; and
   - **b)** An identity document of the person registering the child.
4. **Step 4:** If the documents are in order, the Civil Status Department retains the birth notification and issues a birth certificate, subject to payment of a fee (and possible fine).
   - **a)** If the birth is registered within 30 days, the fee is JOD 1 (USD 1.41).
   - **b)** Between 30 days and one year, a fine of JOD 10 (USD 14) must be paid in addition to the JOD 1 fee.

If more than one year has passed since the birth, the parents cannot register the child at the Civil Status Department until they file a lawsuit in the Magistrates courts and receive a positive judgment.

There is no legal process by which a child born in Syria can receive a birth certificate from Jordanian authorities.
Families interviewed for this report continued to describe misunderstandings about Jordanian birth registration processes. When one grandfather learned during the UVE that a court case would be required to register his two two-year-old grandchildren’s births in Jordan, he said that he was “shocked that they are trying to apply the laws of a country that we never lived in to us.” A father, who faced problems obtaining a birth notification from the hospital where his daughter was born in June 2013, observed, “Back in Syria, we have nothing like this. Syria has no rules, nothing; everything is easy.”

Parents’ inability to prove marriage remained a central reason why families struggled to register births. Mothers who married informally before the age of 18 faced particular documentation hurdles. In Jordan, girls need a judge’s approval to marry between the ages of 15 and 18 lunar years (the judge must also obtain the consent of the Chief Justice to the marriage). Syrian girls who married before 18 therefore struggle to obtain marriage certificates or marriage ratification certificates, and consequently the children of early marriages often remain unregistered. Data from the 2015 Jordanian national census indicates that more than half of Syrian women in Jordan married before the age of 18.

One girl, who married informally in Syria, gave birth to her daughter in Jordan in January 2013. The girl described her age at the time of the birth as “15 years or less.” On account of her age, hospital officials refused to issue her with a birth notification without proof of marriage:

My mother and I tried so hard to get the birth notification. My mother started crying and tried so hard . . . . They didn’t help me. My mother even told the hospital that – God forbid – “Her husband died, so how can we get the marriage certificate?” They said, “We can’t help you; you have to get proof of marriage.”

Subsequently, the girl and her mother returned to the hospital three times in an effort to retrieve the birth notification, without success. At the time of the interview, the girl was afraid of travelling with her unregistered three-year-old daughter as she feared that if she were to be stopped by police, “[They will think that] I kidnapped her because I have nothing to prove she is mine.”

Most families whose children were born since the UVE began did not report encountering problems at the Civil Status Department if they lacked the new MoI card. However, in one case a father’s inability to produce the new MoI card at the Civil Status Department prevented a child’s birth from being registered: in mid-2015, the 32-year-old father went to the Civil Status Department to register his two-month-old daughter’s birth in Irbid, but Civil Status Department officials told him they could not register her birth unless he had the new MoI card. As the father had left Azraq in early 2015 without authorisation, he was ineligible to receive the new MoI card.
B. Challenges to Marriage Registration

Although the Government of Jordan has made important accommodations to assist Syrian refugees to register their marriages, obstacles continue to prevent some refugees from registering marriages. Lack of awareness, lack of required documents, inconsistency in court practices, and onerous costs (including costs associated with travel and the fine imposed when an informal marriage conducted in Jordan is registered) were identified in Registering Rights as the most significant challenges around marriage registration for Syrian refugees in Jordan. These themes persisted in interviews for this report in February and March 2016.

The Shari’a courts are the main actors involved in marriage registration and often are confronted with challenging, complex, and tragic cases involving issues of early marriage, false and fraudulent documentation, and other difficult family circumstances. Nonetheless, refugees have described difficulties navigating complicated procedures and expressed confusion about how their cases might be treated because they have heard about different rules being applied in similar cases.

Steps to Obtaining a Marriage Certificate or Marriage Ratification Certificate in Jordan

Marriage Certificate

To obtain a marriage certificate, a couple must go to the Shari’a court, usually over several sessions, and present the following documents:

1. Proof of identity for the bride and groom;
2. Proof of identity for the bride’s guardian and the two witnesses;
3. Health certificate issued by the Jordanian Ministry of Health verifying that the bride and groom are not carriers of thalassemia, a genetic disease;
4. Petition for a marriage contract addressed to the court; and
5. An approval letter obtained from the Jordanian Ministry of the Interior in Amman (a requirement that applies only when one or both members of the couple are foreigners).

Once all the requirements have been met, in the presence of two witnesses and the bride’s guardian (usually her father), who has given consent to the marriage, the couple will sign a marriage contract and the judge will issue them with a marriage certificate. The court fees for a marriage range from JOD 25 (USD 35) to JOD 110 (USD 155). There are no fees associated with MoI approval or obtaining a health certificate.

Marriage Ratification Certificate

Couples who married outside the process outlined above – typically, through a marriage officiated by a sheikh – (an “informal” marriage) can legalise and register their marriage by obtaining a marriage ratification certificate. A couple whose Syrian marriage certificate or family book was lost, destroyed, or left in Syria can also apply for a marriage ratification certificate.

The requirements for a marriage ratification certificate are the same as for a marriage certificate. However, the court may impose additional conditions, at its discretion, such as requiring more than two witnesses and/or the sheikh who officiated the informal marriage ceremony to come to the court.

Additionally, a fine of JOD 1,000 (USD 1,412) is imposed if the informal marriage was conducted in Jordan. In an important accommodation, the Jordanian cabinet has twice established time-limited exemptions (31 October to 31 December 2014; 13 May to 13 July 2015) for informal marriages penalties, allowing couples who married informally in Jordan to receive marriage ratification certificates without paying the fine. Syrian couples are not eligible to receive family books from the Jordanian state.
In the course of interviews for this report, 63 marriages were discussed. Among that group:

- Thirty-eight couples possessed a Syrian family book or an official marriage certificate from Syria.
- Three couples’ Syrian family books had been lost or destroyed and they had not applied for a marriage ratification certificate.
- Five couples had a marriage certificate issued by a Jordanian Shari’a court.
- One couple had a marriage ratification certificate.
- Seventeen couples married informally and had not ratified their marriages:
  - Nine couples married informally in Jordan.
  - Eight couples married informally in Syria.

Of the 20 couples who required a marriage ratification certificate (because of lost family books or informal marriages), but had not yet obtained one:

- For seven couples, the fine associated with marriage ratification was the main reason why they had not yet applied for a marriage ratification certificate.
- For six couples, missing documents, such as retained Syrian identity documents or the new MoI card, were the most important barrier to ratifying their marriages.
- Other issues, such as the requirement for Ministry of the Interior approval, prevented the remaining couples from ratifying their marriages.
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- Five couples had a marriage certificate issued by a Jordanian Shari’a court.
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- Seventeen couples married informally and had not ratified their marriages:
  - Nine couples married informally in Jordan.
  - Eight couples married informally in Syria.

Of the 20 couples who required a marriage ratification certificate (because of lost family books or informal marriages), but had not yet obtained one:

- For seven couples, the fine associated with marriage ratification was the main reason why they had not yet applied for a marriage ratification certificate.
- For six couples, missing documents, such as retained Syrian identity documents or the new MoI card, were the most important barrier to ratifying their marriages.
- Other issues, such as the requirement for Ministry of the Interior approval, prevented the remaining couples from ratifying their marriages.

Since the publication of Registering Rights, there have been continuing awareness challenges surrounding the marriage registration process. Many Syrian refugees marry in ways that are not in accordance with Jordanian law, but are reflective of Syrian practices: while informal marriages are illegal in Jordan, they are accepted and common in Syria. In Syria, a couple may wait years before registering their informal marriage, if they ever do so. One grandmother remarked, “When I got [officially] married in Syria, my children were already able to walk.”

The inability to produce required documents remained a major barrier to registering marriages. Refugees without bailout continued to face particular obstacles. One husband, who left Azraq in mid-2014 without bailout, went to his local Shari’a court in May 2015 to apply for a marriage ratification certificate to legalise his informal marriage; he was told he was ineligible to apply because he did not have an asylum seeker certificate or a MoI card. Some refugees described judges waiving document requirements or reducing fees, which made their ability to obtain a marriage ratification certificate easier. Shari’a judges who participated in a group discussion with JCLA and NRC said they showed “leniency” in cases involving refugees, but noted they could not bypass Jordanian law. Although as of September 2016 there is no official policy on whether a new MoI card is required as a form of identification in the Shari’a courts, on at least two occasions refugees reported that the court asked them to produce the new MoI card.

Finally, because all foreigners in Jordan must receive approval from the Ministry of the Interior before they can marry or register an informal marriage, a family member (usually the prospective husband, or head of household) must travel to the Ministry of the Interior offices in Amman and seek an approval letter. Although the criteria upon which the Ministry of the Interior grants or refuses approval are not public, it is thought that officials essentially carry out a security check. For Syrian refugees, in 2016 it appears that possession of a new MoI card is a prerequisite for receiving approval to marry from the Ministry of the Interior. As a result, refugees who lack the new MoI card appear unable to marry or legalise informal marriages in host communities because they have not received approval from the Ministry of the Interior.
V. Consequences of Lack of Documentation

Because civil and legal documentation issues are often interconnected, the consequences refugees have experienced and the coping mechanisms they have adopted have been closely related. Restricted access to services, particularly health and education, as well as humanitarian and development assistance, was the most significant consequence identified by those without documentation. Refugees have adopted a variety of coping mechanisms to manage restricted access to services, including resorting to private services and borrowing others’ documents. A lack of documentation has also resulted in restrictions on movement. In the longer term, refugees without documentation may encounter problems proving identity and nationality, exploitation in illegal work, and a variety of other possible risks. Syrian women and girls without documentation may face particular gender-based risks, including early marriage. A range of related human rights concerns stem from the lack of documentation.

A. Restricted Access to Services

1. Health

Refugees without new MoI cards have struggled to access health services. UNHCR guidance states that refugees “require both an [asylum seeker certificate] and a [new] MoI service card” to access public health care, which they pay for at subsidised rates (although a free standard set of vaccinations is available to all children regardless of their documentation). As such, refugees without the new MoI card are ineligible to receive services at public health facilities. Whether a refugee without a new MoI card and/or asylum seeker certificate is eligible to receive free or subsidised healthcare from non-governmental entities depends on each organisation’s policies and practices, as well as the status of its registration with the Jordanian Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation (MoPIC) and the activities MoPIC has authorised the organisation to provide to refugees.

In 11 cases, refugees reported being specifically asked to show the new MoI card in order to receive services at public health facilities. In seven of those cases, the person with the health problem did not have a new MoI card and in all but one case, the health facility refused to treat that person (the exception was a case in which a father was seeking vaccinations for his infant child).

A 22-year-old mother described what happened when she went to her local health centre with her sick three-year-old son in mid-2015:

One day my son was very ill. When we went to the public health centre in the area, the doctor refused to treat my son because he didn’t have the new MoI card. They told us that he was not welcome here . . . even though he was very ill . . . . I went to the police officer there at the public health centre and told him the issue. The officer told me it was the rule and they could not break the rules.

The family later received new MoI cards, and the mother said she intended to return to the public health centre when her son next fell ill. In another family, the mother of a six-year-old girl who suffered from asthma said her daughter used to receive treatment at a local hospital, “but now they don’t let us because she doesn’t have the new MoI card.” While the rest of the family had new MoI cards, the family had not been able to obtain new MoI cards for the girl and another child whose births had not been registered in Syria.

Refugees reported that access to maternal healthcare services was also contingent on having the right documents. In one case, a 32-year-old husband and his pregnant wife visited six different clinics in January and February 2016 seeking to register the wife for pregnancy checkups; in each instance the husband said the clinic required her to have both an asylum seeker certificate and the new MoI card, but she had neither. The husband observed, “We were treated well, but they couldn’t help us.” In another case, before the UVE, hospital officials reportedly asked a woman who was in labour to produce her marriage certificate and asylum seeker certificate prior to admission. The woman explained that she did not have a marriage certificate, as her husband had died in Syria and they had married informally. The hospital agreed she could be admitted with only an asylum seeker certificate. However, she said “when [hospital officials] saw that my asylum seeker certificate was expired, they made me go to UNHCR and get a new one – while I was in labour!” With difficulty, she managed to travel to the local UNHCR office and renew her asylum seeker certificate on the spot. She then returned to the hospital, presented her new asylum seeker certificate, and shortly thereafter, gave birth to her son.
Refugees who moved from one location to another said they had trouble accessing health services if they had not officially updated their place of residence. A refugee with a new MoI card has access to health services in the district in which the card was issued; health providers refer cases that cannot be dealt with locally to hospitals outside the district. A husband, whose wife broke her wrist in February 2016, said that they went to their local hospital to seek treatment, but his wife was refused admission because her MoI card showed her place of residence as another location. The husband said the couple spent JOD 50 (USD 70) to travel to her official place of residence so that his wife could receive treatment there. In another case, prior to the UVE, a woman said her three-year-old son, who was “very weak” and “always sick,” fell ill. The family’s asylum seeker certificate listed their place of residence as one area, but their MoI cards gave a different location. On that basis, the mother said the hospital refused to admit the child. She observed that she felt like her son was “dying in [her] arms,” and said she sought help at the local police station, to no avail. Fortunately, the child subsequently recovered from his illness.

Many Syrian families without the right documents to access public health services reported that they went to pharmacies to purchase medicines or visited private clinics instead of receiving treatment at public health facilities. One elderly woman with several chronic illnesses was unable to receive treatment at public hospitals because she lacked the new MoI card; she instead sought treatment at a pharmacy, where she purchased medication. Similarly, a 31-year-old mother, whose six-year-old daughter did not have the new MoI card as she was not listed in the family book, said she always went to the pharmacy to seek treatment whenever her daughter was sick: “I heard from other people that [the hospitals] don’t take the old MoI card, so I don’t bother to go.” Some families sought treatment at private clinics, incurring costs that they struggled to manage. In one case, a mother whose son lacked a new MoI card and was reportedly refused treatment at a local health centre for a serious illness said she felt like her son was “dying in [her] arms,” and said she sought help at the local police station, to no avail. Fortunately, the child subsequently recovered from his illness.

During the 2015-2016 school year, some schools appeared to show flexibility around the requirement for children to have new MoI cards and asylum seeker certificates. Thirteen families said that their children’s schools specifically asked them for the new MoI card when they went to register their children at the beginning of the 2015-2016 school year. In 10 of those families, the children in question did not have new MoI cards. In six cases, the school nonetheless registered the children; in four cases, school officials refused to register the children. One woman explained how she tried to register her children, aged six and seven, at the local school for the 2015-2016 school year, “but they said we needed the new MoI card.” She hoped they would be able to receive new MoI cards soon, observing that with new MoI cards, “everything will be solved.”

The families who had successfully registered their children for the 2015-2016 school year without new MoI cards were concerned about what would happen for the 2016-2017 school year. One mother said that while school officials allowed her children to attend school, they told her that “now, it’s an exception, but for the next year you will need the new MoI card.” Because the family left Azraq in 2015 (after bailout had been suspended), they lacked an asylum seeker certificate and could see no way of obtaining new MoI cards.

**2. Education**

Some children without the new MoI card have experienced problems enrolling in school and many of the parents interviewed worried about the ability of infants who lacked birth certificates or new MoI cards to access education in the future. According to March 2016 UNHCR guidance, a child must have an asylum seeker certificate and a new MoI card to attend a public school in Jordan; but in September 2016, the Government of Jordan announced that it was relaxing the requirement that children must have the new MoI card to register for the 2016-2017 school year. Beyond lacking civil and legal documentation, there are multiple additional barriers to access to education that this report does not address.
The mother observed that if the school insisted on the children having new MoI cards, the children would just have to “stay home.” In another case, a father said that school officials were “threatening to dismiss” his seven-year-old daughter from school if she did not have a new MoI card by the beginning of the 2016-2017 school year.

Families whose children had not been admitted to school because they lacked documentation struggled to find alternatives. In one case, a family that had been unable to register their child in school because she did not have a new MoI card had paid for her to attend a private school. In another case, a family whose children were currently in school, but who lacked new MoI cards, speculated that “private schools might let them attend without the new MoI card, but would cost a lot.”

Lack of documentation could also affect access to tertiary education. In a case reported to NRC staff, a 20-year-old woman was enrolled at a local college, but reportedly college officials told her that she would not be able to graduate and receive her final certificate unless she provided the college with her new MoI card.

A number of families said that NGOs and community-based organisations (CBOs) had started to ask them to produce the new MoI card when they sought assistance. Although in most cases it was unclear if possession of a new MoI card was a prerequisite to receiving assistance or merely an administrative request, in at least two cases, refugees believed that NGOs or CBOs had denied them assistance on the sole basis that they lacked new MoI cards. One man observed, “NGOs and CBOs are starting to ask for the new MoI card; in the beginning they didn’t ask for it, but now they do.” In his opinion, “They are focusing more on people having the new MoI card than on giving assistance to them.” Similarly, a young husband felt that “the documents are more important to [NGOs and CBOs] than taking care of us.”

3. Access to humanitarian and development assistance

Some refugees who lacked the new MoI card experienced restrictions on their ability to access humanitarian and development assistance. All non-governmental organisations (NGOs) that are financed by sources from outside Jordan are required to seek approval to run projects in Jordan through an official committee. Since 2015, the standard approval letter that NGOs receive from the committee has stated that the NGO in question is permitted to assist only refugees with new MoI cards.

A number of families said that NGOs and community-based organisations (CBOs) had started to ask them to produce the new MoI card when they sought assistance. Although in most cases it was unclear if possession of a new MoI card was a prerequisite to receiving assistance or merely an administrative request, in at least two cases, refugees believed that NGOs or CBOs had denied them assistance on the sole basis that they lacked new MoI cards. One man observed, “NGOs and CBOs are starting to ask for the new MoI card; in the beginning they didn’t ask for it, but now they do.” In his opinion, “They are focusing more on people having the new MoI card than on giving assistance to them.” Similarly, a young husband felt that “the documents are more important to [NGOs and CBOs] than taking care of us.”
B. Restricted Movement

Many refugees without new MoI cards and/or asylum seeker certificates said they restricted their movements to avoid interactions with Jordanian authorities as they feared being forced to relocate to refugee camps or being deported to Syria. In published information disseminated to refugees, UNHCR has stated that “being returned to the camps” is a risk primarily for refugees who do not have a new MoI card or an asylum seeker certificate. UNHCR has also warned those who do not have these documents to “be aware that the possibility exists that you could be sent back to Syria,” adding, “If you have, in addition, committed a crime or broken the law in any way, you will be at a high risk of deportation.” UNHCR has further cautioned that “leaving the camp without official bailout increases your vulnerability to . . . legal protection risks, such as eviction, arrest, detention and – in some instances – deportation.”

Many refugees without legal documentation were worried about travelling beyond their local communities, in light of the police checkpoints that dot Jordan’s highways. One man explained that it was common for people without documentation (or bailout) to worry about visiting family in other parts of Jordan; when his own father died, he “had difficulty” travelling to the funeral because he feared encountering police on the highway. For some refugees, these fears extended to their own community. One mother of four, who had been sent back to Azraq for lack of bailout and subsequently left the camp without authorisation, said she was “afraid even to go to the market to buy something.”

Some refugees lived in constant fear that they or their loved ones could be refouled to Syria, and consequently rarely left their homes. One man said that his son-in-law, who lacked bailout, was afraid to leave the house because he feared being deported to Syria or returned to Azraq. The man observed, “It’s like he is in jail.” A woman whose family had neither asylum seeker certificates nor new MoI cards and who feared being sent back to Syria observed, “We ran away from death, and then we found it in front of us.”

Some refugees who lacked documentation described being involuntarily relocated to refugee camps. One man and his sister, who both lacked bailout, were forced to relocate to Azraq after they were stopped by police on their way to a doctor’s appointment in early 2015. The man said that they were “sent straight to Azraq the same day” because they lacked bailout, and police reportedly threatened to deport him to Syria. His sister had seven children all under the age of 12, and her husband, who had entered Jordan through the regular entry process with a passport, came to Azraq in an attempt to negotiate her release. The woman’s sister-in-law recalled:

[The husband] went to the camp and said, “Take me: Let her go.” They told him, “Leave before you get in trouble.” He couldn’t risk being captured because there’s no one else to take care of the children.

Ten days later the brother and sister left Azraq without authorisation, after the family hired a driver to collect them from a specific point some distance from the camp.

In another case, a man, who first arrived in Jordan in 2013, returned to Syria in early 2014 to find his sister and came back to Jordan with her later that year. When he went to his local police station to apply for a new MoI card in 2015, he said, “The police officer told me that my name is in the system and that I have to go back to Syria . . . because I went back to Syria, to bring my sister to Jordan.” The man said that police offered him a choice: he could be deported to Syria, or he could be sent to Azraq along with his wife and family. He observed, “We went through a conflict, but because we didn’t want to make any trouble, we agreed to go to Azraq.” The family ultimately left Azraq without authorisation.

One family member’s detention by police has led to restrictions on the movement of other members of the family. In at least four cases, refugees stated that police required the families of detained individuals to join them in the camps. One man said that after he was detained by police “[the police] forced me to call my wife.” He said that once his wife was on the line, “The police officer spoke with her and threatened her that if she doesn’t come to Azraq, her husband would be deported to Syria.” The family all went to Azraq, including the wife, who had entered Jordan through the regular entry process with a passport, but they later left the camp without authorisation.

In several cases, refugees spoke about relatives based overseas who experienced problems with Jordanian border authorities if they visited Jordan and their family lacked bailout. In one case, a husband was working in Saudi Arabia and in August 2015 drove to Jordan to visit his family, who lacked bailout and did not have new
MoI cards. On arrival, authorities reportedly confiscated his passport and told him that if he wanted it back, his family had to go to the camps. His family went to their local police station, where they were sent onward to Azraq. The wife, who was seven months pregnant at the time, and their five young daughters spent only a couple of days in Azraq before they left the camp without authorisation. The wife explained that she felt they had to leave Azraq as "life doesn’t exist there," and she was "afraid that something would happen to [her] daughters."

Refugees expressed conflicting views on whether the new MoI card offered protection from detention and deportation. One refugee mentioned he had “heard of people who have the new MoI card but don’t have bailout and [the Jordanian authorities] sent them to Azraq.” Another woman said, “We were hoping the new MoI cards would cover the bailout, but they don’t – some authorities still ask for the bailout, especially if you’re captured when travelling from one place to another.” Others thought that a new MoI card was necessary to prevent detention or deportation. One woman was worried because her husband reportedly had been stopped at a checkpoint and told by police that “if he doesn’t get the new MoI card, they will send him back to Syria.” A man whose family had recently obtained new MoI cards observed that “when we didn’t have the new MoI card, we wouldn’t dare walk in the streets; wherever you go, you have to have the new MoI card.”

C. Longer-Term Risks

1. Identity and nationality concerns

Many refugees placed importance on having documents, such as birth certificates and the new MoI card, that recognised their legal identity. A mother whose children lacked birth certificates felt, “Right now my daughters don’t have any rights because they aren’t recognised anywhere.” Likewise, a father wanted to ratify his marriage and obtain a birth certificate for his son “so we can get his full rights in Jordan.” Proof of identity is also linked to Syrian nationality: as nationality is passed through the father under Syrian and Jordanian law, Syrian children without birth certificates or other proof of identity could be at risk of statelessness.51
A number of refugees emphasised the importance of being able to prove relationships with others through documentation; many parents wanted to register their children’s births to have official proof that their children were theirs. One mother was afraid to travel with her unregistered son as she thought that it would seem “like I kidnapped him.” Another young mother considered it important to obtain a birth certificate for her daughter because it was “proof that she’s my daughter and no one else’s.”

Without such proof, parents worried that if the situation in Syria improved, they would not be able to take their unregistered children back to Syria with them. A 21-year-old mother was concerned that if the family went back to Syria, her child “will stay here because there’s no proof that she is my daughter.” A father said he often thought about how “one day Syria will calm down, and we will want to go back,” but “[the authorities] will ask me for proof [that my child] is my son, and then we may not be able to get him back to Syria.”

2. Illegal work

Without access to formal channels of income and assistance, refugees without documentation may work illegally to support their families. To work legally in Jordan, refugees must have a work permit; in early 2016 the Government of Jordan committed to providing up to 200,000 work opportunities to Syrians over a three-year period and introduced measures to make it easier for Syrians to obtain work permits. However, only refugees with a new MoI card (or a passport showing regular entry) are eligible to receive work permits; as a result, refugees without a new MoI card are unable to benefit from these welcome developments.

In interviews, refugees frequently spoke of relatives who worked illegally experiencing poor working conditions and receiving minimal income. A grandfather described his grandsons’ work: one grandson delivered heavy tanks of water to multistory buildings for JOD 7 (USD 10) per day, including during the winter; another grandson, who was supporting his quadriplegic father, worked 12-hour days in a road-side coffee shop for JOD 5 (USD 7) per day. As a result of working without a permit, the second grandson was detained by police and sent to Azraq. The family relied on the grandson to “help to wash and take care of [the disabled father],” so he left Azraq without authorisation. The grandfather commented, “What are we – slaves?” Because the family complained, the sponsor withdrew his sponsorship; the refugee was subsequently picked up by police and sent back to Azraq. The risk of exploitation was not confined to refugees without work permits, however. A woman explained how her brother, while many Syrian refugees work without formal work permits, the risks of illegal work are compounded for refugees who lack documentation; their invisibility to authorities puts them at increased risk of exploitation by employers who take advantage of undocumented refugees’ fears that they will come to the attention of authorities. Although refugees with new MoI cards who work illegally also risk detention and punishment by authorities, the new MoI card provides confirmation of identity and status and may mitigate adverse effects.

In an effort to secure documentation, refugees may find themselves in risky employment situations, including conditions of bonded labour. In one case, a man’s Jordanian bailout sponsor required the man to work for him in return for bailing him out of Azraq. A relative explained that once the sponsor bailed the man out of Azraq, “[The sponsor] made him work on his land day and night, so his family complained.” The relative commented, “What are we – slaves?” Because the family complained, the sponsor withdrew his sponsorship; the refugee was subsequently picked up by police and sent back to Azraq. The risk of exploitation was not confined to refugees without work permits, however. A woman explained how her brother,
who had a work permit, worked for “long hours with no rest” at a petrol station. The brother paid the cost of the work permit himself, but once he received it, the owners of the petrol station confiscated his passport. The woman said her brother “wanted to quit [his job] but [the owners] refused to give him back his passport.”

3. Gender-based risks

There is evidence that Syrian girls without documentation may be at increased risk of early marriage in Jordan as families may consider that marriage to a man with more secure legal status offers an unmarried girl a better life than remaining with her family. In a June 2016 report on Jordan, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons observed, “[Syrian] girls are often forcibly married by their parents, who view it as a way of securing their children’s protection and ensuring the family’s livelihood through the bride price.” International experience suggests that girls who marry before the age of 18 are likely to face a number of negative consequences, including the risks associated with pregnancy and childbirth at a young age.

The Special Rapporteur also highlighted the trafficking of Syrian girls in Jordan “through the practice of ‘temporary’ or child and/or forced marriages to Jordanians and older men from Gulf countries.” For example, in December 2014, Jordanian government officials investigated six individuals for forcing a 17-year-old Syrian girl into 21 “temporary” marriages to various foreign men over a two-year period. The risk of sex trafficking is heightened for women and girls without documentation, as their invisibility to authorities makes them a particular target and crimes perpetrated against them are less likely to attract official attention.

In addition to the risks of early marriage and sex trafficking, international evidence has shown that undocumented women face a range of gender-based risks, including risks of sexual and physical violence, exploitation in the informal economy (as women tend to enter sex-segregated labour markets where they work in isolated settings, increasing the risk of exploitation), subjugation in familial relations, reproductive health concerns, physiological stress, and social isolation.
In a focus-group discussion held in the north of Jordan in March 2016, 13 Syrian refugee women identified the following risks as particularly relevant to Syrian refugee women and girls who lack documentation in Jordan.

**Increased incidence of domestic violence**
Every woman in the focus group agreed that a lack of legal documentation exacerbated the risk of domestic violence. Some women attributed increased violence to the frustration men without documentation felt at being unable to leave the house (due to fears they would be detained or deported). A mother said that her daughter’s husband frequently beat her as he “doesn’t have a work permit, so [the daughter] is stuck at home with him all day.” Another woman observed, “The men [in the family] used to live in Syria and work all day. Now conditions are very different, so it is difficult for them.”

**Exploitative working conditions**
The women in the focus group said that women without documentation could face more pressure than men to find work in the illegal labour market, as there was a perception that women were less likely to be stopped by the police. One woman in the focus group discussed her granddaughter’s situation, saying that “she teaches outside the house, then cooks and cleans at home.” The granddaughter “spends [all her money] on [her husband] and children,” and “on top of all that, he hits her.” Another woman said that, in her experience, women do “whatever we can get paid to do,” often working in other people’s homes, cleaning and cooking, for very little pay.

**Separation from children**
The women in the focus group agreed that it was not uncommon for children to be separated from their mothers to live with relatives who had better legal status. In the focus group and a subsequent interview, a young mother and her family described how her lack of documentation led to her daughter’s abduction by relatives. In January 2015, the woman informally married a man who had left Azraq without bailout. Neither the woman nor her husband had an asylum seeker certificate or a new MoI card. A year later, while she was living with her husband’s family, she gave birth to a daughter in Amman. To gain admission to the hospital for the birth, she assumed the identity of her sister-in-law: her brother-in-law posed as her husband and presented his family’s asylum seeker certificate and his new MoI card. As a result, his name and that of his wife appeared on the child’s birth notification. Subsequently,
the brother-in-law beat the woman, threw her out of the family’s house, added the child to his asylum seeker certificate, and – for ten days – refused to return the child to her. His family reportedly feared that the child’s real father would be deported to Syria and considered it safer for the child to remain under the brother-in-law’s name.

Eventually, after the woman filed a complaint with the police, the brother-in-law allowed her access to her daughter on the condition that she drop the charges against him. She then took the child to live with her own family. She and her family were very worried that the brother-in-law would try to reclaim the child. They recognised their precarious legal situation and wanted to fix the problem through the courts, but the woman’s brother observed, “We have no money to pay the lawyer or the court.”

Obstacles to divorce
In the focus group and in interviews, women described facing hurdles obtaining documentation necessary to divorce. There are a variety of ways that women can divorce in Jordan, but in order to receive official recognition of the divorce, they must present some documents – such as proof of marriage – in the Shari’a courts. As processes to obtain documents often require a husband’s cooperation, women may remain trapped in abusive marriages and prevented from remarrying. In one case, a 15-year-old girl tried to obtain a divorce from her abusive husband after he caused her to have a miscarriage. Her husband initially agreed to go to court to ratify their informal marriage, but left Jordan without completing the process. The girl described feeling “frustrated, tired, and fed up.”

Other risks
Consensus in the focus group was that women who lacked documentation were more likely to face exploitation than women whose legal status was secure. Although none said they were speaking from personal experience, several broke down in tears discussing exploitative practices and negative coping mechanisms such as transactional sex. Women in the focus group also cited the possibility that families would cope with the lack of documentation through marrying their daughters at an early age to older men with “better” legal status.
4. Other risks

Refugees without documentation may face a variety of additional risks whose potential scale and effects are difficult to predict, but if realised, could have significant consequences for Syrian refugee families and communities in Jordan. Refugees who lack access to services and assistance in host communities because they do not possess a new MoI card or an asylum seeker certificate may resort to risky coping strategies, such as returning to Syria or taking on unsustainable debt. A father of two who lacked a new MoI card remarked, “Recently, I thought of going back to Syria. I can’t get access to any services, and I have to pay a lot of money.” Another man said that his relative, who had neither a new MoI card nor an asylum seeker certificate, had “an unstable job,” selling “merchandise in the street for JOD 6 or 7 a day (USD 8.50 or 9.90)” but it was not enough to support his family. To make ends meet, the relative was “borrowing from relatives, neighbours, anybody that [he] could get hold of.” Although some refugees may consider relocating to the camps, this was not an option for many of the refugees interviewed for this report, who considered the conditions in the camps to be extremely difficult and felt unable to tolerate the restrictions on movement placed on those who live in the camps.

One family member’s lack of documentation may have flow-on effects for an entire household that diminish the household’s long-term wellbeing. As access to government services and humanitarian assistance becomes more restricted, in households where some, but not all, members have new MoI cards, those with documentation may find themselves supporting undocumented relatives. In 2014, UNHCR found that registered refugees’ average expenditure was 1.6 times greater than their income, a situation that is likely compounded in households where only some members are eligible for services and assistance. In cases where a relative without documentation is forced to relocate to the camps, family members face a difficult choice: accompany the relative to the camps and lose the opportunity to return to the host community, or remain in the host community and split up the family. In an effort to obtain documentation, refugees are at risk of falling prey to scams that worsen the household’s financial situation. In one case, a woman reported that her family lost JOD 350 (USD 494) in a scam when they tried to “purchase” bailout for her brother who had been sent back to the camps.

As the new MoI card becomes ubiquitous, refugees may be asked to produce the card in an increasing number of settings. As of September 2016, there is no official guidance to indicate that civil- or religious-court or Civil Status Department officials are required to ask Syrians to produce a new MoI card; however, as the new MoI card becomes the default identification document for Syrians, officials may become reluctant to accept alternative forms of identification, limiting refugees’ ability to both access the courts and register births, marriages, and deaths in Jordan. Some evidence suggests that this is already starting to occur. The same risk applies to interactions in the private sector. For example, several refugees identified restricted access to private financial services as an emerging consequence of lacking a new MoI card. One family said that without the new MoI card, Western Union would not permit them to receive transfers from relatives abroad; they considered the new MoI card to be “important for everything.”

Although the benefits of the new MoI card as a form of government-issued documentation that provides confirmation of identity, legal status, and access to government and private services are manifest, exclusive reliance on the card in official settings would fail to take account of the valid reasons many refugees in host communities may have for being without a card. As UNHCR has noted, there may be good reasons why refugees leave camps, and UNHCR itself aims to “ensure that refugees who travel to urban areas are provided with documents,” as well as to “advocate with the authorities and security services to ensure that [refugees] are not penalized for travelling and that they are allowed to remain in an urban area for as long as necessary.”

In the longer term, as statistics and research on Syrian refugees primarily relate to refugees registered with UNHCR and the Government of Jordan, there is a risk that undocumented refugees’ experiences and needs may not be adequately captured in official statistics and research, leading to the misallocation of resources. Other long-term risks include the development of a black market for stolen or fraudulent documents, the expansion of the informal economy and deterioration of working conditions, and the radicalisation of undocumented youth who see few opportunities for economic empowerment.
D. Human Rights Concerns

A variety of human rights concerns arise from refugees’ lack of civil and/or legal documentation. Treaties to which Jordan is a party establish rights and duties related to civil and legal documentation, and UN bodies and committees that monitor the implementation of human rights treaties have articulated the significance of birth registration in particular.61 Every child has the right to be registered immediately after birth62 and the UN Human Rights Council has stressed “the importance of birth registration, including late birth registration, as a means for providing an official record of the existence of a person and the recognition of that individual as a person before the law.”63 In the refugee context, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) requires that states ensure that refugee children “receive appropriate protection and humanitarian assistance in the enjoyment of applicable rights set forth in the [CRC],” which include the right to birth registration and the right to a nationality.64

Birth registration is particularly important to protecting and promoting a child’s other rights. The Human Rights Council has noted that “registering a person’s birth is a vital step towards the promotion and protection of all of his or her human rights,” and those without birth registration “are more vulnerable to marginalization, exclusion, discrimination, violence, statelessness, and exploitation and abuse.”65

One increased risk for unregistered Syrian children is statelessness.66 Every child has the right to acquire a nationality67 and although lack of birth registration does not always lead to statelessness, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) has explained that “birth registration is fundamental to the prevention of statelessness” and “essential to ensure the right of every child to acquire nationality.”68 Under Syrian and Jordanian law, nationality is passed through the father; if a Syrian woman gives birth in Jordan but the couple cannot prove that they are lawfully married and so cannot obtain a birth certificate, the child may, in effect, become stateless.69 If parents cannot prove their child’s identity, nationality, or relationship to the family, a child’s lack of documentation could also affect a refugee family’s ability to travel together, imperiling family unity — a right protected under international law and an important principle of refugee protection.70

Lack of documentation proving identity is also a concern for adults.71 Identity documentation helps secure the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law and often serves as proof of legal status in a territory.72 As a matter of best practice, states should issue identity documents to refugees on their territory and assist refugees to obtain documentation that is normally provided by their home country, but cannot be obtained due to circumstances in that country.73

The heightened risk of trafficking faced by Syrian refugees without civil and legal documentation raises human rights concerns. Under international law, Jordan must put in place “comprehensive policies, programmes and other measures . . . [t]o prevent and combat trafficking in persons.”74 The CRC also requires that Jordan take measures “to prevent the abduction of, the sale of or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form.”75 Jordan is additionally obliged to “take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women.”76 Similarly, the marriage of children under the age of 18 is a violation of the child’s rights under international human rights law77 and improved civil documentation systems can help to prevent child marriage.78

The connection between the new MoI card and access to public services implicates the rights to health and to education in particular, as refugees without the card cannot access health and education services on the same basis as those with the card.79 The inability to register the births of Syrian children in Jordan also interferes with access to services, because unregistered children may struggle to obtain new MoI cards.80 The Committee on the Rights of the Child has emphasised that it is important to “[e]nsure that children who have not been registered have equal access to healthcare, protection, education and other social services.”81

Lacking a new MoI card is also connected to restrictions on the right to work and the right to freedom of movement, and could lead to deprivations of liberty, as refugees without new MoI cards face the prospect of being detained by police, involuntarily relocated to the camps, and unable to return to host communities at their own election.82 Because leaving the camps without authorisation increases refugees’ vulnerability to deportation to Syria, serious human rights concerns arise from the possibility that refugees without documentation may be at increased risk of refoulement (forced return to a country where may be subjected to persecution), which is a violation of international law.83
VI. Recommendations

With the new MoI card, many refugees feel more secure in Jordan and welcome the access to services and assistance that the card provides. The key challenge for policymakers is to ensure that the UVE does not generate unwanted side effects and the benefits of the cards are extended to refugees who are currently unable to obtain them. In particular, there is a risk that a large class of undocumented Syrians could be pushed towards negative coping mechanisms as they try to live their lives in host communities in Jordan. There may be a strong policy imperative to regularise the status of undocumented refugees who are already living in host communities and have done so for some time. Regularising the status of these refugees would facilitate better planning by the Government of Jordan and its partners, minimise the risks to undocumented children and other vulnerable and marginalised groups, and bring a large number of refugees back on the radar.

Creating pathways to legal status in host communities:

The Government of Jordan should:

1. Establish a system for refugees to officially leave the camps on a non-temporary basis to live in host communities in accordance with the principle of freedom of movement for refugees and without the requirement of sponsorship.

2. Support UNHCR to reinitiate issuing asylum seeker certificates for all Syrian refugees who live outside the camps regardless of when they left the camps.

3. Ensure that refugees are able to register with the Ministry of the Interior in their actual place of residence, thereby facilitating planning processes through the availability of up-to-date information on refugees’ places of residence.

UNHCR should:

1. Ensure refugees who have moved outside of the camps are allowed to register and lawfully reside outside the camps indefinitely.

2. Ensure all refugees living in host communities are registered with UNHCR and issued with asylum seeker certificates, including refugees who left the camps after 14 July 2014 without authorisation.

Improving the UVE process:

The Government of Jordan should:

1. Continue to raise awareness about the UVE, including by:
   a. Producing simplified guidance on the UVE, including information on steps to take to help meet documentation requirements in complex cases, as well as information clarifying the purpose and utility of the new MoI card.
   b. Advising on procedures for accessing assistance to complete the UVE, and distributing guidance to refugees with the help of humanitarian partners.

2. Simplify documentation requirements, including by:
   a. Allowing an asylum seeker certificate to be a form of proof of identity, especially for all children who lack birth documentation.
   b. Establishing a clear rule that proof of bailout (in the form of old asylum seeker certificates, or otherwise) is never required to receive a new MoI card.
   c. Establishing alternative means of proving identity for refugees who cannot obtain documentation due to problems beyond their control, such as children born in Syria who lack birth documentation.
3. Improve UVE procedures, including by:

   a. Establishing a uniform appointment system across all police stations that includes issuing refugees with official written proof of the appointment and guidance on next steps.

   b. Ensuring that all police working on the UVE receive appropriate training and that police stations have adequate resources and personnel as well as proper equipment to allow them to print and issue new MoI cards on the spot.

   c. Monitoring the implementation of the UVE process more closely to ensure that official guidelines are being followed.

   d. Enlarging the UVE Special Committee to increase its capacity and clarifying its powers in published guidance.

   e. Working together with humanitarian and development partners to establish a policy framework for dealing with complications arising from the sharing of identity documents among refugees or use of fraudulent documents.

   f. Identifying categories of refugees who face difficulties in obtaining new MoI cards and developing effective procedures to help them regularise their status.

4. Continue to work with humanitarian and civil society partners on improving procedures, including by:

   a. Working with UNHCR to ensure that asylum seeker certificates include sufficient information to support the issuance of new MoI cards for all refugees who hold asylum seeker certificates, and ensuring all institutions are fully informed and implementing the approach consistently.

   b. Working with humanitarian and civil society partners to ensure the satisfactory resolution of complex cases through administrative and legal processes.

UNHCR and humanitarian and development actors should:

   1. Support the Government of Jordan to raise awareness about the UVE, the required procedures, and the consequences of not having a new MoI card.

   2. Assist the Government of Jordan to ensure that administrative and legal processes to resolve complex cases allow for the expeditious and appropriate resolution of those cases.

   3. Provide support to national organisations, including humanitarian and legal service providers, to ensure that quality support to refugees requiring documentation assistance is available and sustainable.

Mitigating consequences for those who do not yet have a new MoI card:

The Government of Jordan should:

   1. Ensure that public hospitals and schools accept an asylum seeker certificate or an old MoI card in lieu of a new MoI card for the provision of services.

   2. Ensure that infants without documentation are able to receive treatment at public health facilities and that maternal healthcare services are available to all Syrian women, regardless of their documentation.

   3. Consider alternatives to relocating refugees to the camps, particularly in cases involving children, to avoid family separation.

   4. Ensure that government entities, including the religious and civil courts and the Civil Status Department, accept alternatives to a new MoI card, such as asylum seeker certificates and other credible forms of evidence, as proof of identity for Syrian refugees.

   5. Work with humanitarian and development partners to ensure that refugees who lack asylum seeker certificates are able to receive vital assistance.

UNHCR and humanitarian and development actors should:

   1. Explore possible options with the Government of Jordan to provide services, such as schooling, for refugees in host communities who are otherwise unable to access government-provided services because they lack new MoI cards.
2. Work with the Government of Jordan to ensure humanitarian and development actors are able to provide vital assistance to all refugees living in host communities.

3. Undertake research to better understand the specific risks faced by women and girls who lack new MoI cards, identify good practices, and develop guidance for relevant government and humanitarian actors to mitigate these risks.

**Increasing access to civil documentation:**

**The Government of Jordan should:**

1. Work with Shari’a and civil courts to develop mechanisms for prioritising marriage and birth certificate cases and streamlining documentary and evidentiary procedures for obtaining marriage ratification and birth certificates.

2. Continue to approve periods in which the penalties for informal marriages are waived.

3. Consider both eliminating the requirement that families must initiate a lawsuit to register a birth that occurred more than one year ago and waiving the fine for late birth registration.

4. Explore alternatives to the requirement for approval from the Ministry of the Interior for Syrian refugees to register their marriages.

5. Support partners to conduct ongoing awareness-raising activities with Syrian refugees and with relevant national and local authorities on civil documentation.

6. Ensure that government registration and civil documentation processes are delinked, so that refugees are able to register births, marriages, and deaths in Jordan regardless of whether they have new MoI cards.

**UNHCR and humanitarian and development actors should:**

1. Work with the Government of Jordan to identify solutions to facilitate and simplify the late registration of births and marriages without penalty.

2. Support the Government of Jordan to increase awareness of both the procedures for obtaining and the importance of civil documentation among Syrian refugees and host communities.

The recommendations on civil documentation that are contained in Registering Rights should continue to remain important priorities and, if implemented, would also facilitate access to legal documentation.
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